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VEINS
The dead rises
All is bleak, and long gone wrong
Funeral masses
The vulture seeks and reeks with pride
Black hole ahead
Bringer of dead
Why is the feeling?
Why is it no longer there?
The clouds now gather
Nausea flows into veins
Into pains
I have drowned you
Left inside all the pain
Time, now a constant self-remain
Funeral masses
The vulture seeks and reeks with pride
The dead rises
All is bleak, and long gone wrong
The feeling
The seasons
The fate
No longer there
Gone the life
Demise cries
All there is to see
Scorched earth, the farewell´s here
The feelings gathered
Aimed for my throat
Slashed me to pieces
Left me to rot
The veins dried out
And drained all my blood
Left them burning to ashes
Invaded their crown with thorns

Die, die
Evil convictions of death
Colored my knife
A nail, within the pain
Combustion of hate
Fire
No longer there
Passion
Has all been shed
A nail within the pain
Combustion of hate

CONTAGIOUS SYMMETRY
A vision premonition
Dark angel on earth
Mildness all around her
Refinement on the rise
Stepping on the media
Defined to be the one
Clear sight of what´s to come
She shines without the sun
She´ll rise
Demise
Hope instead of lies
She´ll fly
Away
Leave all behind
In a world
Where hate reigns supreme
She´ll evade
And live up to her dream
Feel the burn
No time for pity
Forward will
Submit and do the kill
Lacerated envy
Through the path she walks
Hail, kill
Be the one and own
No time, no place
Never a disgrace
Be the one and own
Hail the will to kill
I am insanity to you
You are the balance I feed from
Don´t feel disgusted
The weapon will soon sink in
The life will prove all
Contagious symmetry
Your death will not come
You have sinked in

You have transcended

Even hell
At your feet
You crushed them all
Rivers of jealousy
Still flow the earth
You drowned them all
Contagious symmetry
You have sinked in
Your death will not come
Transcended at your will
You are full of steel
Hail, kill, hail, will

WATERS OF FATE
Black clouds in misery
Now rain my sky
Black tomb confronting me
Rots all behind?
The air
Slowly fading
The sun
Now shines no more
The moon embracing me
Night over day
Leave all behind
Shall there be turning back
All leads to dark
I´m in my coffin trapped
White walls inside
Hundred miles an hour
The time to choose my way
The red flows even further
Shall I let it go away?
The pouring is now stronger
The waves crash in my veins
I, sail down the river
I, flow with the stream
The hell below me
Will catch on me
Will reek the heavens
Will set me free
No sight of the dead
But will soon be
Take down the splendor
Now set me free.
The pouring is now stronger
The waves crash in my veins
The moon embracing me
Night over day
Leave all behind

Waters of fate
Crawl, is it too late?
Waters of Fate
My game
COLLAPSED PITCH BLACK
Sickening ways of misery
Unfold the dark and all that lies
Blood drains, freeze stains
A marble naked soul
The blood red vessels
The ones that fed
I never saw it
I was there, all along
My castle fainted
Collapsed Pitch Black
For light I am searching
Welcome to night
Your world was I
Liquids of the night
All I had in me
Collapsed Pitch Black
The blood red vessels
The ones that fed
I never saw it
I was there, all along
Insomnia
You are my clandestine
Fulfill my night
My will to die
My weary eyes
Tear up the skies
Bring down the heavens
Hell here now lies
Fallen, angels
Drain my blood
Walls, of hunger
To serve, to not
The senseless weather
Infecting them
Swallow their sorrow
Now even more
The mindless road

I decided to take
Led my whole life
Drained my whole breath
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